
Design
Rodolfo Dordoni

Descrption
Coffee table

Structure
Aluminium frame treated with electrostatic powder painting with polyester base that 
gives more protection from scratches and also the final coloring to the product.

Glass Top
Ribbed glass
Laminated glass made up of two 4-mm high sheets each, one in extra-clear crystal and 
one in fluted glass. Between the two sheets a vinyl safety film is applied, which intervenes 
in case of breakage. The edge is rounded an polished.
Bronzed glass
Hardened glass, 8 mm high, polished brass bronze coloured.

Lower Top
Hpl
High pressure laminate (HPL) extremely resistant to wear, impact, scratch,
moisture, heat and stain; it has good hygienic and anti-static properties.
Farsena
it has a typical gray-brown color and an uniform structure with shades of red and salts. 
The brushed finish and the stain-resistant treatment with opaque effect
preserve the natural appearence of the stone and its pleasantness to the touch.
Luna Stone
Sandstone with a typical grey/light blue color, brushed with a natural effect.
Carrara Marble
The slabs of marble have a pearlwhite color and slight grey veins which do not decrease 
the value of the stone. The Carrara marble used for our products is treated with acid, with 
a natural effect and it is protected with a light oil-repellent treatment.

Weight
Structure + glass: 24kg - Structur + glass + lower top HPL: 36 kg (+ lower top stone: 60 
kg)

Storage Cover
Available

Finishes

SUNGLASS 002 coffeetable

126

73

86

107

39

(49 3/4)

(28 3/4)

(15 3/4)

(33 3/4)

(42 1/4)

structure: 01 smoke structure: 02 milk structure: 05 rust

smoke/br.glass/HPL
SNG002-01-33-21

smoke/br.grass/luna stone
SNG002-01-33-01

smoke/br.glass/carrara m.
SNG002-01-33-02

smoke/br.glass/farsena
SNG002-01-33-03

milk /br.glass/HPL
SNG002-02-33-21

milk /br.grass/luna stone
SNG002-02-33-01

milk/br.grass/carrara m.
SNG002-02-33-02

milk/br.glass/farsena
SNG002-02-33-03

rust /br.glass/HPL
SNG002-05-33-21

rust /br.grass/luna stone
SNG002-05-33-01

rust/br.glass/carrara m.
SNG002-05-33-02

rust/br.glass/farsena
SNG002-05-33-03

structure: 01 smoke structure: 02 milk structure: 05 rust

smoke/rib.glass/HPL
SNG002-01-32-21

smoke/rib.glass/luna
SNG002-01-32-01

smoke/rib.glass/carrara
SNG002-01-32-02

smoke/rib.glass/farsena
SNG002-01-32-03

milk/rib.glass/HPL
SNG002-02-32-21

milk /rib.glass/luna 
SNG002-02-32-01

milk/rib.glass/carrara
SNG002-02-32-02

milk//rib.glass/farsena
SNG002-02-32-03

rust/rib.glass/HPL
SNG002-05-32-21

rust/rib.glass/luna
SNG002-05-32-01

rust/rib.glass/carrara
SNG002-05-32-02

rust//rib.glass/farsena
SNG002-05-32-03

top: 33 bronzed glass top: 33 bronzed glass top: 33 bronzed glass top: 32 ribbed glass top: 32 ribbed glass top: 32 ribbed glass

126

73

86

107

39

(49 3/4)

(28 3/4)

(15 3/4)

(33 3/4)

(42 1/4)

SNG002-01-33 SNG002-02-33 SNG001-05-33 SNG002-01-32 SNG002-02-32 SNG002-05-32

Maintenance

Aluminium
In case of exposition to weather conditions it 
is recommended to wash regularly the product 
with mild and fresh water. If the product needs a 
thorough cleaning, use a neutral soap (UNIVERSAL 
CLEANER) and warm or hot water. 
Dry immediately to avoid stains and halos caused 

by water.
Brush following the direction of polish (if the product 
is not painted) and use a microfiber cloth to obtain 
a better result.

Top e lower top
Use a damp cloth wrung out in water; in the event 
of having to remove obstinate stains, use a universal 
detergent. Never use abrasive materials,
acid substances or aggressive chemical solvents.



Design
Rodolfo Dordoni

Description
Coffee table

Structure
Aluminium frame treated with electrostatic powder painting with polyester base that 
gives more protection from scratches and also the final coloring to the product.

Glass Top
Ribbed glass
Laminated glass made up of two 4-mm high sheets each, one in extra-clear crystal and 
one in fluted glass. Between the two sheets a vinyl safety film is applied, which intervenes 
in case of breakage. The edge is rounded an polished.
Bronzed glass
Hardened glass, 8 mm high, polished brass bronze coloured.

Lower Top
Hpl
High pressure laminate (HPL) extremely resistant to wear, impact, scratch,
moisture, heat and stain; it has good hygienic and anti-static properties.
Farsena
it has a typical gray-brown color and an uniform structure with shades of red and salts. 
The brushed finish and the stain-resistant treatment with opaque effect
preserve the natural appearence of the stone and its pleasantness to the touch.
Luna stone
Sandstone with a typical grey/light blue color, brushed with a natural effect.
Carrara Marble
The slabs of marble have a pearlwhite color and slight grey veins which do not decrease 
the value of the stone. The Carrara marble used for our products is treated with acid, with 
a natural effect and it is protected with a light oil-repellent treatment.

Weight
Structure + glass: 17,5kg - Structure + glass + lower top HPL: 25,5 kg (+ lower top 
stone: 38,5 kg)

Storage Cover
Available

Finishes

SUNGLASS 001 coffeetable

69

69

86

39

86

(27 1/4)

(15 3/4)

(33 3/4)

(27 1/4)

(33 3/4)

Maintenance

Aluminium
In case of exposition to weather conditions it 
is recommended to wash regularly the product 
with mild and fresh water. If the product needs a 
thorough cleaning, use a neutral soap (UNIVERSAL 
CLEANER) and warm or hot water. 
Dry immediately to avoid stains and halos caused 

by water.
Brush following the direction of polish (if the product 
is not painted) and use a microfiber cloth to obtain 
a better result.

Top e lower top
Use a damp cloth wrung out in water; in the event 
of having to remove obstinate stains, use a universal 
detergent. Never use abrasive materials,
acid substances or aggressive chemical solvents.

structure: 01 smoke structure: 02 milk structure: 05 rust

smoke/br.glass/HPL
SNG001-01-33-21

smoke/br.grass/luna stone
SNG001-01-33-01

smoke/br.glass/carrara m.
SNG001-01-33-02

smoke/br.glass/farsena
SNG001-01-33-03

milk /br.glass/HPL
SNG001-02-33-21

milk /br.grass/luna stone
SNG001-02-33-01

milk/br.grass/carrara m.
SNG001-02-33-02

milk/br.glass/farsena
SNG001-02-33-03

rust /br.glass/HPL
SNG001-05-33-21

rust /br.grass/luna stone
SNG001-05-33-01

rust/br.glass/carrara m.
SNG001-05-33-02

rust/br.glass/farsena
SNG001-05-33-03

structure: 01 smoke structure: 02 milk structure: 05 rust

smoke/rib.glass/HPL
SNG001-01-32-21

smoke/rib.glass/luna
SNG001-01-32-01

smoke/rib.glass/carrara
SNG001-01-32-02

smoke/rib.glass/farsena
SNG001-01-32-03

milk/rib.glass/HPL
SNG001-02-32-21

milk /rib.glass/luna 
SNG001-02-32-01

milk/rib.glass/carrara
SNG001-02-32-02

milk//rib.glass/farsena
SNG001-02-32-03

rust/rib.glass/HPL
SNG001-05-32-21

rust/rib.glass/luna
SNG001-05-32-01

rust/rib.glass/carrara
SNG001-05-32-02

rust//rib.glass/farsena
SNG001-05-32-03

top: 33 bronzed glass top: 33 bronzed glass top: 33 bronzed glass top: 32 ribbed glass top: 32 ribbed glass top: 32 ribbed glass

69

69

86

39

86

(27 1/4)

(15 3/4)

(33 3/4)

(27 1/4)

(33 3/4)

SNG001-01-33 SNG001-02-33 SNG001-05-33 SNG001-01-32 SNG001-02-32 SNG001-05-32


